
The simple DIY deck solution for your boat





INTRODUCING ISITEEK
Isiteek is a D-I-Y decking solution that’s a great way to get the look of a teak deck.

Explore the possibilities of creating

your own deck at home with Isiteek.

Designed with safety in mind, Isiteek

is not only a non-slip surface but also

fire-resistant.

Isiteek is 100% recyclable, and has been

created to be simple to create and install

on your boat.

Our comprehensive installation resources

will help you get started.

www.isiteek.com



DIY DECK
A cost-effective alternative to get the look

and underfoot feel of a synthetic teak deck

at a fraction of the cost.



THE BENEFITS OF
AN ISITEEK DECK
ISITEEK is where beautiful

decking meets DIY.

It has been designed to cope

in all weather conditions.

Isiteek is protected by the

Flexiteek patents.

It’s trusted by boat owners all

over the world.

A simple installation video and

guide are available to help you

get started.

Isiteek is a hardwearing and

long lasting decking solution.

It’s a great way to get the look

of a teak deck for even the

smallest boat.

You can find out more and get

started at www.isiteek.com.

SIMPLE TO INSTALL
Our decking system is designed to be simple

and straightforward, allowing you to assemble

your deck with ease, saving you time and effort.

MATERIAL GUARANTEE
Trust in the quality of Isiteek with our 2-year

material guarantee.

http://www.isiteek.com/


SLIP RESISTANCE
Our decking provides amazing grip in the

toughest conditions (ASTM D 4518). Safety is

paramount, especially on a boat deck.

FIRE RESISTANT
Prioritise safety with Isiteek’s fire-resistant

properties. Our decking has low combustibility

(Flammability tested to AS/NZ 53837).



ISITEEK 2x45 PB

ISITEEK 2x45 PW

ISITEEK DOUBLE PLANK
The foundation of the Isiteek

decking collection is the double

plank, which forms the essential

structure of the deck.

The 2×45 boasts a double plank

design, incorporating a tongue

and groove system for convenient

gluing. 

Additionally, its co-extruded caulk

line, available in black or white,

spans the material thickness and

runs consistently throughout the

profile. 

The profile itself is 90mm wide,

composed of two 40mm planks

separated by 5mm caulk lines.



ISITEEK MARGIN BOARDS
If you prefer having margin boards

around your panel. 

The 60MB/60MW features a white

or black co-extruded caulk line that

runs down the edge of the profile

and can be bent around a radius.

For sharper curves, opt for the 125

KP. 

The 60 MW is 60mm wide,

comprising a 55mm plank and a

5mm caulk line.

ISITEEK 60 MB

ISITEEK 60 MW



ISITEEK KING PLANK
Use the 125 KP when the radius is too

sharp for 60 MW/MB. 

It is a wide solid plank without caulking

lines, with a profile width of 125mm,

supplied as a 2m roll, covering 0.33m² per

product.

YOU WILL ALSO NEED

Use Stelmax to bond the

Isiteek profile together to

form a panel.

STELMAX ISITEEK CAULKING
ADHESIVE
Use the Isiteek caulking

adhesive to bond the Isiteek

panel.

Pack Specification: Each

package contains 310 ml.

Colors available: black and

white.

Use the Crane 333 roller to roll

along the planks, expel the air,

eliminate air bubbles, and

ensure even and total contact.

ROLLER CRANE 333



CREATE A DECK IN THREE SIMPLE STEPS

TEMPLATE YOUR DECK
Create a deck template using a suitable paper.

BUILD YOUR DECK
Start to create your decking to fit your template.

INSTALL YOUR DECK
Apply your assembled panels to your boat.

The installation of Isiteek is simple and straightforward. 



PERFECT FOR A BOAT LIKE YOURS...



Beautifully engineered synthetic decking

and marine products.

CONTACT US
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www.isiteek.com

www.flexiteek.com

A Flexiteek Group Product.


